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the Challenge
The typical modern enterprise includes an increasingly complex array of multiple generations of 
applications, including mainframe, Windows client/server and Web. These typically have been built 
with disparate styles and ways of functioning and often have difficulty in talking to each other, 
frequently leaving the user community with the stress of using applications with little in common.

The cost, risk and feasibility of replacing such mission-critical applications with a new co-ordinated 
set of applications are often out of the question.  Instead of redeveloping applications, more and 
more organisations are realising that it makes more economic and strategic sense to reuse and 
repurpose existing assets that the organisation has invested in over many years.

the solution
Fujitsu and our partner Rocket Software offer a quick, easy and functionally rich way of converting 
and amalgamating legacy screens and data from many platforms into a single, cohesive Web 
experience for your end user community. That user community may be your internal resources, 
partner resources or even the public. Using Rocket’s LegaSuite™ product we can build Web user 
interfaces and Web services that improve user productivity and business process performance and 
enable standards-based integration. You gain productivity and quality from the proven, reliable 
systems you already rely on in a fraction of the time it would take to implement a replacement 
system. 

legasuite legacy Front-ends to Gui
The following bullets are just a subset of what LegaSuite can do without any changes to your 
underlying systems:
■  Turn green screens into a browser-based UI that looks and behaves like your own branded web 

application. This makes interaction with systems much easier, especially for the generation 
currently entering the workforce who may never have seen a green screen and yet are very 
familiar with web browsers.

■  Combine screen-based business logic and data, not just from one application or platform, but 
from many applications and platforms, into a composite application, making the problem of 
multiple, functionally dissimilar applications effectively disappear.

■  Create new “cross application” workflow including email generation and desktop integration 
without changes to the existing systems.

Fujitsu’s Global Legacy Modernization 
Offering is based on a standard set of 
eight modernization capabilities which 
are available to our clients throughout 
the world. 

Fujitsu is a leading provider of customer-focused 
information technology solutions for the global 
marketplace. 

Fujitsu’s Legacy Modernization Capabilities enable 
organizations to leverage the years of investment in 
software assets, deliver more from IT budgets and reduce 
the risk of implementing new technologies.

Fujitsu Legacy Modernization Offering 
LegaSuite - Legacy Application Modernization and Integration
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■  LegaSuite can enhance current functionality, for instance:
– New help functionality
– Upload and download to other applications such as Excel and Word
– Improved data entry validation
– Widgets, such as calendars, drop down boxes and lists of values
– Tabbing screens to improve navigation
– Single sign-on for multiple systems  and behind the scenes navigation
– Consistent application behaviour, look and feel

■  LegaSuite can be deployed on a cloud to reduce the need for scalable site hardware.    

some Questions we are often asked
Sometimes when we discuss LegaSuite with a client they come into the initial meeting with the idea 
that LegaSuite is just like putting “lipstick on a pig”.

However:
■  What if your Application is 95%-100% functional fit for your business and the other option is to 

build or buy an alternative application (optimistically about 60% functional fit)? LegaSuite is faster, 
cheaper and less risky. Such applications are assets that can be brought to market very quickly and 
can provide competitive advantage.

■  What if LegaSuite can get the applications to undertake new functions so the users can work much 
more efficiently, without requiring changes to the underlying applications? This will increase the 
value of your assets for a very limited outlay.

■  What if your organisation has several applications on different platforms that must work together 
but are not integrated, and you want for them to talk to each other easily. In the past this required 
complex hand-coding and point-to-point integration, but with LegaSuite it becomes much more 
attainable. This can improve efficiency throughout your organisation.

■  What if your organisation has the resources and the “know how” to develop and maintain your 
current application but you don’t have the resources that can undertake the same work on 
replacement applications on different technology to the same level of skill? LegaSuite does not 
impact the underlying applications, so your resources can carry on developing as usual.

■  What if your biggest problems can be solved by something as simple and rapid as applying 
LegaSuite, and the users actually think they have a new set of applications? 

Fujitsu’s Global Legacy Modernization 
Offering is run from seventeen teams 
which are situated in seven regions 
around the world. The offer can be 
accessed from any country in which 
Fujitsu has a local presence.

Fujitsu’s Global legacy modernization 
Offering teams also have skills and 
knowledge in country and regional 
capabilities. Please see the local 
Websites for more specific 
information.
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LegaSuite automatically transforms business logic and data from 
existing applications into standards-based interfaces like Web 
services, JavaBeans, and .NET assemblies. With LegaSuite, creating 
services is an automated process, so projects get done in a fraction 
of the time and with significantly less cost and risk than other 
modernization methods.

■  Add a services layer that allows you to integrate legacy business 
logic and information with newer applications and technologies

■  Unlock the value in your host applications in a timely and secure 
manner

■  Use your existing staff and make zero changes to existing 
applications

LegaSuite:  
Legacy Applications into 
Web-Services

Fujitsu’s Legacy Modernization Offering 4th Generation Language Capabilities
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Gui- and service-enable legacy Application

Fujitsu’s Global Legacy Modernization Offering has 
three Centres of Excellence; these are based in 
America, Europe/UK and Australia. 

LegaSuite
Application
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why Fujitsu?
Fujitsu’s Legacy Modernization Services offer:
■ Trained Local LegaSuite Resources
■ Commercial models to suit your business requirements
■ End to end solutions with single point accountability
■  Extensive experience in planning, designing, migration and 

implementation of legacy systems and new world technology
■  Proven methodologies (Macroscope™)
■  Certifications of International standards of excellence (ISO9000®, 

ITIL®, CMM)
■  Experience with automated legacy system conversion and 

documentation
■  Ability to deliver using on-shore or off-shore resources
■  Ability to work with your existing IT staff as a combined delivery 

team
■  Access to global resources with experience assisting major 

corporate and government sector organisations
■  Knowledge of legacy system hardware and software for all major 

vendor systems
■  Unique range of software products that assist in the 

transformation of legacy environments
■  Successful track record in delivering Legacy Modernization 

projects for leading organisations

Fujitsu are a leading service provider of information technology. 
We partner with our customers to consult, design, build, operate 
and support business solutions. From strategic consulting to 
application and infrastructure solutions and services Fujitsu 
Limited have earned a reputation as the single supplier of choice 
for leading corporate and government organizations. 
Fujitsu have been bringing together development and support 
environments for a wide range of technologies, as well as 
professional expertise covering a broad array of technical 
competencies for over 20 years.

Fujitsu are collaborative team players who are flexible and 
adaptable and can readily fit into any client environment. We work 
with you, leveraging partnerships with strategic alliances to help 
tackle your complex business challenges to deliver real business 
results.

Fujitsu focus on your outcomes and develop an optimal service 
delivery model and framework of pre-agreed service levels based 
on your organization’s business and budgetary priorities.

Fujitsu have a strong track record in tackling challenges and 
realization of tangible and intangible benefits. Many different 
clients throughout the world have benefited from our techniques 
to ensure that the desired results are achieved in practice.

Please tell me more?
Fujitsu would be pleased to talk to you further about how we can 
work together to help you leverage the investments your 
organisation has made in legacy applications. 
If you would like to talk to us in person please send an email to 
the Legacy Modernization team in your local area. Email 
addresses are on the final page of this brochure. Or visit our 
website and take an online survey.

About rocket | seagull
Rocket | Seagull specializes in tools and expertise to modernize 
legacy applications running on mainframe, IBM i, OpenVMS, UNIX 
and Windows platforms. Founded in 1990, Seagull is a pioneer in 
the legacy modernization and integration market.
Thousands of organizations rely on our LegaSuite software as a 
proven and cost-effective way to modernize legacy applications 
and integrate legacy systems. LegaSuite lets you:
■  Speed legacy modernization and integration projects to market
■  Web-enable green-screens to improve usability
■  Service-enable legacy applications for Web self-service
■  Easily include legacy data and apps in an SOA strategy
■  Reduce the cost and risk of migrating legacy apps



Fujitsu limited
www.fujitsu.com/global

Australia and nz Legacy.modernisation@au.fujitsu.com
us and Canada Legacy.modernization@us.fujitsu.com 
Brazil Legacy.modernization@br.fujitsu.com
uK and ireland Legacy.modernisation@uk.fujitsu.com
Portugal,  spain, Germany and russia Legacy.modernization@ts.fujitsu.com 
Finland Legacy.modernization@fi.fujitsu.com
sweden Legacy.modernization@se.fujitsu.com
singapore Legacy.modernization@sg.fujitsu.com
Hong Kong Legacy.modernization@hk.fujitsu.com
india Legacy.modernization@in.fujitsu.com

About Fujitsu
Fujitsu is a leading provider of ICT-based business solutions for the global 
marketplace. With approximately 173,000 employees supporting customers in 
70 countries, Fujitsu combines a worldwide corps of systems and services experts 
with highly reliable computing and communications products and advanced 
microelectronics to deliver added value to customers. Headquartered in Tokyo, 
Fujitsu Limited (TSE:6702) reported consolidated revenues of 4.6 trillion yen 
(US$50 billion) for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2010. For more information, 
please see www.fujitsu.com.

Fujitsu and Macroscope are trademarks of Fujitsu. LegaSuite is a trademark of Rocket 
Software. Microsoft.Net, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word and C# are trademarks of 
Microsoft. ITIL is a registered trademark and crown copyright of OGC. ISO9000 is the 
copyright of the International Organization for Standardization.


